
Should Statements Worksheet
Patient Name: ________________________________________________  Date: ________________

This worksheet assists you in identifying, challenging, and restructuring "should statements" that 
contribute to anxiety and negative thinking patterns. By transforming these statements, you can 
develop more flexible thinking that aligns better with reality and your personal values.

Identify and Restructure Should Statements

For each situation where you've experienced stress or negativity, identify the "should statement," then 
rewrite it into a more flexible and realistic thought.

Situation Should Statement Flexible and Realistic Thought



Reflection

How might changing these 'should statements' affect your feelings in similar situations in the
future?

What steps can you take to remind yourself of these new, more flexible thoughts when you're
in similar situations?

Additional Notes
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	Patient Name: Sophia Martin
	Date: April 23, 2024
	SituationRow1: During family dinners 
	Should StatementRow1: "I should always be agreeable and not voice my opinions." 
	Flexible and Realistic ThoughtRow1: "It's healthy to express my opinions respectfully; it's okay to have and share my own views." 
	SituationRow2: At work meetings 
	Should StatementRow2: "I should not assert myself in discussions; it might seem unladylike." 
	Flexible and Realistic ThoughtRow2: "Asserting myself professionally is appropriate and necessary for my career growth." 
	SituationRow3: Choosing what to wear to a social event 
	Should StatementRow3: I should wear something conservative to not draw attention." 
	Flexible and Realistic ThoughtRow3: "I should wear what makes me feel confident and comfortable, regardless of others' expectations." 
	SituationRow4: Deciding on a hobby 
	Should StatementRow4: "I should choose activities like cooking or sewing, which are more traditional for women." 
	Flexible and Realistic ThoughtRow4: "I can pursue hobbies that genuinely interest me, like coding or sports, which reflect my true passions." 
	SituationRow5: Discussing future aspirations 
	Should StatementRow5: "I should prioritize starting a family over my career aspirations." 
	Flexible and Realistic ThoughtRow5: "Balancing personal aspirations and career goals is possible, and I can decide what's best for me." 
	How might changing these  should statements  affect your feelings in similar situations in the futureRow1: Changing these 'should statements' will likely reduce my anxiety and allow me to act more authentically, improving my self-esteem and happiness 
	What steps can you take to remind yourself of these new more flexible thoughts when you  re in similar situationsRow1: I can keep a small reminder note in my wallet and review these new thoughts before family gatherings or work meetings to reinforce my new mindset. 
	Additional NotesRow1: Sophia expressed initial discomfort challenging these long-held beliefs but recognized the necessity for her mental health and personal growth. 
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